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Abstract:
INA 6950 allowed to create interior details while keeping in mind the building shell. Hospitality design project from previous class, focused on material, furniture, layout and overall aesthetic details inside a building. Ina6950 focused on overall documentation of interior details, building exterior details, furniture mill work, ADA, codes, stairs details, RCP, creating schedules and more. Starting with structural grid, column layout helped in understanding the basic structure and how space evolved. From demolition to reconstructing structure including furniture, material, building, interior details, was covered in this class. Creating various layouts, building sections, exterior elevations and interior elevations provided an overview of document process. Printing large sheets also helped in learning drawing depth and reading details. Layering several design details without overlapping numbers and words helped in producing legit drawings. Sheet composition is also vital in documentation. Tagging material and details properly helped in keeping the project organized. Overall, this course covers the design documentation aspect of an interior design project.
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